EXCEPTIONAL SOFTWARE AND CONTROLS THAT INCREASE PRODUCTION AND IMPROVE EFFICIENCY.

Probat software and control systems drive the highest level of performance from your Probat equipment. These semi- and fully-automatic systems ensure a consistent, high-quality product, maximize production and are easy to integrate across your entire facility, or into any process. As sophisticated as our legendary equipment, they feature clearly designed user interfaces, and let you store and export production data as needed.

COFFEE PLANT CONTROL SYSTEMS
Streamline your entire process, from receiving green beans to packaging, with a modular control solution that scales with you as you grow. Ideal for any commercial environment operated from a central location within your facility or remotely based on the operational needs.

- Select from four levels of control; Out of Service (OOS), Manual, Semi-Auto and Auto
- Generate process-related daily, monthly and on-demand reports
- Maintain inventory and blend accuracy
- Receive alerts via animated graphics and visual alarms, to manage the process

COFFEE ROASTER CONTROLS
Maintain precise control over your roasting parameters with our flexible and expandable coffee roaster control systems. Once you define your roasting profile, you can easily reproduce it—manually or automatically—for a perfect roast every time.

- Choose from three levels of control; Manual, Semi-Auto and Auto
- Stay informed about roasting progress with extensive alarm functions
- Store multiple roasting profiles in the recipe database
- Available with optional SCADA-based data transmission and display

COFFEE GRINDER CONTROL SYSTEMS
Ensure 100% control and accuracy over every aspect of your Probat commercial coffee grinders with our state-of-the-art grinder control systems.

- Automated grinding recipes for different product demands
- Maintain smooth, cost-effective performance
- Regulate the optimal degree of grinding
- Automatic density regulation and in-line grain size measurement, available as options

To see how Probat software and controls can increase performance at your commercial coffee processing plant, call 877.683.8113 or visit probatburns.com.
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